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POST ON BULLETIN BOARD 
DRILL STATUS GUARDSMAN 

 POSITION VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT 
194 INTELLIGENCE SQUADRON,  

WASHINGTON AIR NATIONAL GUARD 
DSG ANNOUNCEMENT #18-84 

WASHINGTON AIR NATIONAL GUARD OPENING 
DATE: 

CLOSING 
DATE: 

POSITION   
NUMBER: 

194th Intelligence Squadron 
109 Engineer Drive 
Camp Murray, WA 98430 

31 July 2018 30 August 2018 87472534 

POSITION TITLE, GRADE, AFSC, FACILITY: 
Cyber Surety, MSgt, 3D073 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR CONSIDERATION: 
1. Must be a Promotable TSgt with 7 level in Cyber Surety.
2. Must possess strong cyber knowledge and skills
3. Must meet the Air Force physical fitness standards
4. Must possess a current or able to obtain a TOP SECRET security clearance
SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE:   
This is not an entry level position but is available for re-training. 
1. This is not an entry-level position.
2. Must demonstrate exceptional leadership qualities and interpersonal skills.
3. Must set an example in terms of compliance with Dress and Personal Appearance
4. Manages the IA program and monitors emerging security technologies and industry best practices.
5. Conducts IA risk and vulnerability assessments; ensures enterprise IA policies fully support all legal and

regulatory requirements and ensures IA policies are applied in new and existing IT. Identifies IA
weaknesses and provide recommendations for improvement.

6. Ability to conduct, assemble and review training products for IA personnel.
7. Strong oral and written communications skills to include counseling and documentation techniques.
8. Demonstrated initiative and ability to identify and solve problems independently, consistent with

Commander’s expectations.
9. Ability to demonstrate strong technical problem solving skills, while providing creative and resourceful

solutions.
10. Ability to manage multiple tasks while handling a large volume of work, with frequent interruptions.
11. Knowledge of and experience in Air National Guard and Air Force leadership and management concepts,

practices, and objectives.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: 
1. Previous completion of the Non-Commissioned Officer Academy in-residence or by correspondence is

mandatory.
2. Expected to attend all UTAs, Annual Training, and remain eligible for World Wide Deployments.
AREA OF CONSIDERATION: 
All members of the 194 Wing. 
WORKING CONDITIONS: 
Work conducted within SCIF environment. 
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SUMMARY OF DUTIES:    
Cyber Surety personnel supervise or operate fixed and deployed information technology (IT) resources to 
monitor, evaluate and maintain systems, policy and procedures to protect clients, networks, data/voice 
systems and databases from unauthorized activity. They identify potential threats and manage resolution of 
security violations. 3D0X3 personnel enforce national, DoD and Air Force security policies and directives; 
employ hardware and software tools to enhance the security by installing, monitoring and directing proactive 
and reactive information protection and defensive measures to ensure Confidentiality, Integrity and 
Availability (CIA) of IT resources. They administer and manage the overall Information Assurance (IA) 
program to include Communications Security (COMSEC), Emissions Security (EMSEC) and Computer 
Security (COMPUSEC) programs. Performs other duties as assigned. 

INFORMATION  
(Do Not Make Changes to This Section) 

1. If selectee is an AGR, assumption of position cannot be made until the Manning Change Request (MCR) 
has been approved by NGB.    

2. If this is a promotion announcement, but a change is required to the manning document – the promotion 
package may not be submitted until the Manning Change Request (MCR) has been approved by NGB.  

3. The unit POC for this announcement must submit a completed DSG Selection Package to the FSF/FSS 
certifying validity of the interview and selection process. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANTS 
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS:  (Note 3) 
1. Resume 
2. vMPF records review 
3. Current fitness test score 

EMAIL RESUME TO:  
Daniel.s.evans1.mil@mail.mil 

 
Subject line must read: 

 “3D073 MSgt Application” 
 

OR SEND TO:  
194 IS/DOFS 

109 Engineer Dr. Rm. 302  
Camp Murray, WA  98430  
Attn:  MSgt Daniel Evans 

 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY:  This position will be filled without regard to race, color, religion, age, 

gender, factor consideration, selection, and placement of applications. 
 


